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The proceeding was begun at 1315« 
一 一 _ » 

. 上 ,
H E PRESIDENT: This conference is called 

on your request? Mr. Logan. 

121. LOGAN: That is right. Defense hnve 

r^ouested this confprence for the purpode of clarific-

ation of three points in connection with the proposod 

motions by defense to dismiss after the prosecution 

has rested its case. 

The first point is whether or not the Court 

•"•ill entertain such a notion, and ths second, if it 

does, thp procedure to br； adopted in conripctlon with 

the motion, and, thirdly, with rpsprct to the quantity 

of proof required by the Cnurt in dealing with such 

motions. • 

On tho first point, the Charter rakes no 

provision for the notion to dismiss after the prosecu-

tion' s case, but,as wp all know, such notions are 

invariably entertained in all criminal casps in perhaps 
r

very nation reprpsonted. in this Court and I don't 

think the absence of such a provision in the Charter 

^eans thnt thp defpnse is barred from making such a 

notion when the prosecution rests. I night point out 

that in the Nuernberg cas^ it is nv understanding that 

riueh a notion was entertained off the record in 



connection with the organizations, but t h e m was 

no such notion in connection with the individuals. 

However, the Fuprnborg cnsp is decidedly different 

than the present case because there there wptp only 

four counts, whereas,in the present case, we have 

fifty-five counts and it seens to us that the issues 

should be narrowed in this case and the Court entertain 

such a "notion because we believe that by so doing and 

ruling on these notions, thnt perhaps several months 

will be savoci of evidence when the defense co^.es to 

presnnting its case. ‘ 

With respect to the sec^ncl point, it was our 

thought that if the Ccurt Intends to pntertain such 

a notion that we would be permitted to nakp one 

general notion on behalf of 勺 1 1 the accused -- making 

a concise notion on behalf of the accused. 

And the third point is with respect to the 

quantity of proof required. We would like to find out 

on a hearing of such notion whether or not the Court 

will use as a guide the proposition that the prosecu-

tion should submit on its case substantial proof, 

cr mprply prive a prima facie case or whether the Court 

w^uld d^ny the motion on behalf of the accuspd if a 

roerp- scintilla of evidence is produced. 

I night say, yruv Honor, that in the Manual 



of Courts Martial there is a specii'lo fj^-ction. ̂ iilch I 

would be glad to road if yo-a wanted it in the record 

to present to the other Judges vTith respect to s^cii 

notions. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not kn^w what is in 

that Manual, but I would like to state now ¥/hat is 

the position in the national courts. Of course, in 

crininal cases you always have a jury and the notion 

is that the cnse be taken from the jury ^n the ground 

that there is m evidence to warrant its being, left 

with then. Of courso, the amount of evidence ^.ay bri 

more than a scintilla nnd in thosp casps it vnuld go 

to the jury. But if it is less than a scintilla or 

only a scintilla of evidence 一 一 if it is less than a 

scintilla, we will say, thn Court would nrt allow the 

casp to go to thp jury although they don't decide 

questions of reasonable doubt - t h a t is, thp Court 

does not. Hero the position is different. We nre the 

court and the ^ury. We are the Judges and the jury 

and we nay think that. Wp r.ay be satisfied, I don't 

know, to deal with the case innodiatcly if wp think 

the evidence does not establish guilt beyond a reasonable 

doubt in the ense of all or any of the accused. We 

nay be prepared to dc that if the Charter prr^its. 

But the fact id, that possibly pvidrncp which in a 



national c^urt would be sufficient to warrant the court 

in l^nving the ctsp for the jury, would possibly not 

be held sufficient to place us beyond -- to put us 

bpyond r^^sonable doubt, and, thrreforp, wp night 

df^al with it。 Te might ourselves disniss tho case 

against all rr any of the accused, although if wp had 

a ’"jury would leave it to them-. You can see that. 

I'ffi. LOGAN: Yps, I understand. 

THE F R S M D E N T : But I say エ do not know 项 h a t 

thp Charter says about that
0
 I havp never considered 

the Chartpr in that regard, 

m , LOGAN: Tho Charter is silent on such 

a notion, your Honor, but I wantrd to point out 一 一 

THE FREt-IDENT: But it does sprcifically set 

rut the stops to bo taken. 

MR. LOGAN: It does. 

THE P H E M D E N T : And doos it anywhere pise 

say thorp raay be modification of thosp steps provided 

therp is --

K E . TAVSFFER: Thpre is a pow^r set forth 

that right have sohp influrnce UT'On the dpcision. 

THE PREtrlDENT: There is? 

I1R. TAVENNSR: Yps. 

THE P R E M D E N T : マ M t is that? 

m . TAVENNER: tection p丄even — 一 item eloven 



of soction f.，ur ^f the Charter gives thp Tribunal 

the power tn interrogate any drfpndant。 Thr granting 

of a notion ^f this typo would be in conflict with the 

exercise of that power, and, I think f^r that roas^n, 

would probably havr- a bearing up^n the decision 

because of it bring in conflict with the exercise 

of that power, and I night --

m . LOGAN: ， ％ a t section is that? 

m . TaVENNER: section eleven. 

THE PRESIDENT: I s〜 w h a t you lean. The 

Court nay say, "Well, the trosecution havon't put 

enough pvidence before us tn satisfy us sufficipntly 

bpyond a reasonable doubt, but we have a power to 

intorr^gatri the accused to ^ake up for the lack of 

evidence the prosecution's cas^." 

MR. TAVENNER: Or it would take the forn of 

a qupstion arising at any tino during the trial of a 

case that would occasion interrogation つ f the accused 

by the court. If a nation wrro grantee! at the end of 

the prosecution evidence of course that power of 

discretion would b^ wiped out. There is still another 

natter in o n n p e t i o n Ti'ith it I w-^uld like to point out 

to your Hon^r. 

THE P R E M D S N T j '^JHILP Y^U are rn that POWPR 

to intprrogatp tho accused do you suggest that if any 
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of the accused bp t a k m to the box to give rvidence 

thp court would rpquire hiっ to go to the box so that 

he could be exarined by Mnnbers of the T r i b u n a l . I 

do not know, I do not know what ny colleagues feel 

about that. You see, different nations use different 

ways. In some nations a court takes a bigger part 

than the British or A^prican courts, or British and 

Russian. 

I JR. LEVIN: It rlocsn't — 

151. BROOKt: While you are on that, your 

H o m r； as I recall fron reading earlier that it Is 

borne in case the accused does not take the witness 

stand th-t the court can conment on that which is 

unusual. According to our courts the court does not 

and thr> witness will refuse to take the stand. 

m . JUSTICE IIANtFIELDs Refuse to answer, 

yes, sir. 

I ® . BROOKt：: I know there is sonpthing in 

there. 

M R , TAVENNER: If they live. 

THE F H E M D E N T s I wouldn't decide any of these 

aupstions of course without consulting thp other Members. 

？ T A V E N N E R : May I point out to you one 

further considprt;tion in regard to it? I find on 

examining the Charter that was issued by t-CAP on 



December 5 , 1 9 4 0 for the T r i a l - - f ^ r thp establishnrnt 

of military conr>issi^ris for trials 一 一 such as the 

trial of H O i m and YAM4{*HITA, that there is a pro-

vision in those Charters specifically providing for 

this right. I quote the language of item five of j$cfcion 

five which deals with the subject of conduct of trials. 

It is as follows: 

"The witnesses and other evidence for the 

prosecti^J ">n shall be heard or presented .At the close 

of thf- case for the prosecution the Corar^ission rry on the 

-notion of the defense for a finding of "Wot Guilty," 

considpr and rule whether the evidence before the 

Comnission suprorts the charges against the accused. 

The Connission nay dpfer action on any such motion and 

pp-r
r

nit or require the prosecution to reopen its ’ case 

and produce any further available evidence." 

Now, there is no similar provision in the 

Charter for the Tribunal for the East* There is 

no. sinilar provision in the Charter for the Nuernberg 

Trials. 

？ L O G A N : May I point this out to the Court 

that a motion of this nature nore or less deals with 

a nattor of procedure. By that I nean that apparently 

the Court has had power to nakp rul«?s as it has done in 

this case and that this would be merely a manner of 
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procedure as to whether or net the C:,urt would feel 

that it would be granting thn accused an expeditious 

trial in dealing with such notions because if the issues 

can be narrowed, if the prosecution has failed to 

]:rove it<? case on certain counts, thpy should be 

stricken, becausp, after all, the burden has bpen on 

the prosecution ripht along in the case and that,if,.... 

whpn prつspcuti、n finishes its case and therp is no 

rvicience or slight evidence, and thp Court feels that 

the case should be dismissed as to certain accused on 

certain points, that sbnuld be done. It is rnerply 

a procedural natter. It is not affecting a substantial 

right of the prosecution, and
 9
 エ think, the Court in 

its inherent power would have a right to pntertain 

such motions ovpn though it is not specifically cranted 

in the Charter. Certainly it is a right that all English-

speaVing nations recognize and insofar as requiring 

the accused to tak^ the stand. 

THE PREhlDENT: Therp Is only one charge. 

Thp.rp is ordinarily nors than one cocat in en indictment. 

Therr -lay be in certain special cases no inorr than 

one. Therefore, you d^al with the whole lot at once 

but here there are fifty-five. 

I*R. LOGAN: T-hich nakes it different from 

other counts. 
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THE PREj-IDENT: I m a y s a y o n 2 8 a n d 2 9 

there is no evidence but the trial goes ahead and 

the accused gives evidence on thp others, and, of 

course, they give evidence the same by supplying 

evidence of the other counts upon which the prosecution 

have failed to give evidence. Then what do you do? 

Then the men are clearly guilty on the whole of it, 

I would say, and unless you try to deal with them 

because you have struck out the counts in which there 

was no evidence when thr prosecution finished. The 

position is somewhat different from a national court 

where there is only the one charge substantially. 

Duplicity is not allowed except in srecial cases where 

one crime is really part of another. 

13. LOGAN: Wp I I, it may even be, your Honor, 

that prosecution has failed to prove any count as to 

certain defrnclants and why should they be held, required 

to put therein procif. I am speaking novi of all counts. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very often accused giving 

pvidence supplies evidence against hiaself where the 

prosecution has failed to do so. He may be cross-

examined into making admissions which supply sonpthing 

lacking in the TLrosecution's case. 

m . LEVIN: ?fr. President — 

TH3 PRESIDENT: Now, I should say a defendant 
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very often does. 

I!H. LOGAN: That of course assumes that all 

these accused are going to takp the stand. 

m . TAVENNER: Hay I point out one further 

matter to thp extent that time- saving elements rdght be 

involved in the Tribunal's d e c i s i o n .エ think it is 

very doubtful that any tine could br sav^d thereby 

in the event that certain counts wore struck out as 

to certain individuals because cf thp f?.ct thit there-

are perioral conspiracy counts here and all evidence 

that would be'available to any defendant in support 

of his defense as to any one of those counts would 

also be available to hira and most likely used in 

defense of the conspiracy counts unless, nf course, 

the conspiracy counts are struck out. Now, as long 

as there is any chance of the conspiracy counts re-

maining I can
1

t see how there can possibly be any 

substantial reduction of testimony by the ruling on 

various counts. The fact of the matter is that in 

rreriaration for analysis of arguments and the reading 

of summaries of the testimony at this time would in 

itself consurao considerably tine. 

THE PRESIDENT: I useA to welcome these 

motions to take the ense because it gave me an 

opportunity to refresh ray on the evidence Find on 



the law, very ofton in a difficult case. But I 

don't know that my colleagues will take that stand 

here. Fcr various reasons they may not be disposed 

to do it. 

LiE. TAVENNER: May I point out still one 

further point of cつnsiderっtion that virtually all of 

the counts charging substantive offenses are material 

as overt acts in the conspiracy. To rule on the question 

of involvement ' ゴ a defendant now under one of those 

substantive offpnses mirht result in a situation where 

tb<= Court would conceivably hold that the rvie
1

.once 

is not sufficient to hold hin on a substantive offense, 

but v^ould be sufficient on the conspiracy involving 

the same thing. But that would proceeding in a 

] ： i e c e m p a l wny to consider matters an^ could result 

in a vory involved situation as to thpse various 

counts, so which are substantive offenses, some of 

which are roally ov^rt acts p p r f o m e d in executing the 

conspiracies.トn, I think it is a very involved situation 
/ 

if the piecemoa丄 consideration is given. 

Mc:!ANl>.:I think the prosecution has — 

n LOGAN: With rospect to this conspiracy-

count, of course, feel that without getting into the 

merits at this time, wo fcp I thマt thore has been no 

sustaining by the proepcution
 r

f that charge of 
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conspiracy. 

THE PREMDSNT: W e l l , I cannot discuss it 

now. 

JUR. LOGaN: Yes, I d o n ' T want to enter that 

discussion at this tine, but even if the conspiracy 

charge is hold to be good, we still fpel that where 

a man has b^en accused in many counts and during part 

of that time he was not in a rosition or in an office 

which required any act on his part with respect to 

other counts for which he is charged, that, if the 

court entertained our nation to strike out thosr various 

counts, we woulc! not offer any evidence on those 

counts as it would result in a material saving of time. 

THE PREトIDENT: It is haIf-past one now 

と n d we haven't ha尸 ^luch opportunity to discuss this. 

I think I will adjourn this .for further argunent. You 

are in no great hurry, are you? 

1H. LOGAN: No, we v^uld like to know. The 

time is drawing close. We havp to prepare thrse 

questions. 

THE FREHDENT： We will adjourn until nine 

o
1

 clock tomorrow morning. 

(Whereupon, at 1330， an adjournment 

was taken until Friday, 20 December 194-6, at 

0900.) 
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of the accused be not taken to the box to give evidence 

the court would require him to go to the box so that . 

he could be examined by Members of the T r i b u n a l . I 

do not know. I do not know what my colleagues feel 

about that. You see, different nations have differerr'-

ways. In some nations a court takes a bigger part 

than the British or American courts, or British and 

Russian, 

MR. LEVIN: It doesn't ~ 

MR. BROOKS: While you are on that, your 

Honor； as I recall from reading earlier that it is 

borne in case the accused does not take the witness 

stand that the court can comment on that which is 

unusual. According to our courts the court does not 

comment and the witness will refuse to take the stand. 

m . JUSTICE MANSFIELD: Refuse to answer, 

% 

MR. BROOKSs I know there is something in 

MR. TAVENNER: If they live. 

THE PRESIDENT: I wouldn't decide any of these 

of course without consulting the other Members 

MR. TAVENNER: May I point out to you one 

further consideration in regard to it? I find on 

yes, sir. 

there. 

questions 

examining the Charter that was issued by SCAP on 
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procedure as to whether or not the Court would feel 

that it would be granting the "accused an expeditious 

trial in dealing with such motions because if the issues 

can be narrowed, if the prosecution has failed to 

prove its case on certain counts, they should be 

stricken, because, after all, the burden has been on 

the prosecution right along in the case and-that, if, 

when prosecution finishes its case and there is no 

evidence or slight evidence, and the Court feels that 

the case should be dismissed as to certain accused on 

certain points, that should be done. It is merely 

a procedural matter. It is not affecting a substantial 

right of the prosecution, and, I think, the Court in 

its inherent power would have a right to entertain 

such motions even though it is not specifically granted 

in the Charter. Certainly it is a right that all English-

speaking nations recognize and insofar as requiring 

the accused to take the stand. 

THE PRESIDENT: There is only one charge -

there is ordinarily only one count in an indictment. 

There may, in certain special cases, be more than 

one; therefore, you deal with the whole lot at once. 

But here there are fifty-five. 

腿 . L O G A N : Which makes it different from 

other counts. 
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THE PRESIDENT: I may say on 28 and 29 

there Is no evidence but the trial goes ahead and 

the accused give evidence on the others, and, of 

course, when they give evidence they may supply 

evidence on the other counts upon which the prosecution 

have failed to give evidence. Then what do you do? 

广 Then the men are clearly guilty on the whole evidence, 

but I would say it would be useless to try to deal with 

them because you have struck out the counts on which 

there was no evidence when the prosecution finished. 

The position is somewhat different in a national court 

where there is only the one charge substantially. Du-

plicity is not allowed except in special cases where 

one crime is really part of another. 

I®. LOGAN: Well, it may even be, your Honor, 

ハ that prosecution has failed to prove any count as to 

certain defendants and why should they be held required 

to put therein proof. I am speaking now of all counts. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very often accused giving 

evidence supplies evidence against himself where the 

prosecution has failed to do so. He may be cross-

examined irjto making admissions which supply something 

lacking in the prosecution's case. 

MR. LEVIN: Mr. President — 

THE PRESIDENT: Now, I should say a defendant 


